APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE AND USE IMAGES

PATRON NAME:

INSTITUTIONAL AFFILIATION:

ADDRESS:

PHONE:

EMAIL:
Requests permission to publish University of Memphis Libraries’ Images in the following:

☐ BOOK. ☐ JOURNAL ARTICLE. ☐ MEDIA PRODUCTION ☐ WEBSITE

Other:(Please State.)

TITLE:

URL:

AUTHOR:

PUBLISHER/PRODUCER:

DATE OF PUBLICATION/RELEASE/BROADCAST:

NUMBER OF COPIES TO BE PRODUCED:

SCHOLARLY /NON-PROFIT PUBLICATION WAIVER REQUESTS: ☐ YES. ☐ NO

IMAGE(S) REQUESTED: (Please include description and image number)
I agree to abide by the terms set forth in the UML “Digital Reproduction and Usage Policy”

PATRON SIGNATURE:
DATE:

☐ Permission with a scholarly publication waiver is granted.

☐ Permission is granted on receipt of a signed copy of this form and a fee of $

Please credit images with the following format:
(Collection name), Special Collections Department, University of Memphis Libraries

University of Memphis signature:
DATE:

Special Collections Department
University of Memphis Libraries
126 Ned R. McWherter Library
Memphis, TN 38152-3250
lib_sc@memphis.edu